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1. Answer the following questions in brief: (any five) 2x5=10

a)What is Environmental Degradation?
b) Define Pollution.
c) Mention two objectives of Environmental Education.
d) Give two characteristics of Environmental Management.
e) What is a Chemical hazard?
j) What is Population explosion?
g) What are the diseases caused by air pollution?

Answer the following questions: (any five) 3x5=15

a) Describe the need of Environmental Education.
b) Explain the role of education in sustainable development.
c) Chalk out programmes of environmental education in the curriculum of Primary

level.
d) Discuss the relationship between man and environment in the psychological

perspective.
e) How can Pollution be categorized?
j) How can Environmental Management playa functional role in the proper

sustenance of Environment?
g) Enumerate the causes that lead to population explosion.



3. Answer the following questions in details: (any jive) 5x5=25
a) How can Mass Media playa constructive role in the control of population

especially in the rural areas?
b) Explain the main causes of Environmental Degradation.
c) How is the curriculum of Environmental Education designed at the higher level?
d) Do you think overpopulation can do harm to our environment? Give reasons for

your answer.
e) Discuss the harmful effects of Noise Pollution.
f) Discuss a few measures of controlling water pollution.
g) How can lndustrialisation and Urbanisation lead to environmental degradatioi
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PARTA-Objective Type

I. Choose the correct answer from the given options: 1x20=20

1. The term "Environment" is derived from the word:
a)Environner b)En Iron

b)Enviro c)En ironon

2. The United ations Conference of Human Environment was
held in June 1971 at:
a) Paris b) Stockholm
b) ew York c) Brazil

3. One of the important types of environment is :
a) Physical Environm b) Economic Environment
c) Political Environment d) Social Environment

4. Which of the following is an Environmental club developed as
a strategy by the government to ensure awareness in the local
level:
a)Eco-developmental club b)Eco-functional club
c)Eco-awareness club d)Eco-management club

5. Who wrote the book" The nature of the environment"
a)Groudie b)EJ Ross
c)MacIver d)RA Sharma

6. The full form of WWF is:

a)World Wild Life Fund b)World Water Life Fund

c) World Wide Animal Fund d) World Wide War Fund

7. Which of the following is a natural hazard:

a)Earthquakes b)Oil Leakage

c) Chemical Explosion d) Skin disease



8. Environmental Degradation is caused mainly due to two reasons: Natural and Artificial:

a)Natural is mainly responsible b)Artificial is mainly responsible

c)Both are equally responsible d)None is responsible

9. Which of the following is a water borne disease:

a)Cholera

c)Heart attack

10. What do you mean by Learning to Be?

a)Living in harmony with nature

c)Making policies for the environmental control

l1.The World Environment Day is celebrated on :

a)Sthjune

c)Sthjuly

b)Cancer

d)Tuberculosis

b)Understanding nature

d)Developing a positive attitude

b)19thjune

d)19thjuly

12.Environmental Management is mainly concerned with:

a)Degradation b)Pollution

c)Hazards d)All of the above

13.0ne of the types of Environmental Degradation are:

a)Hazards

c)Both of the above

b)Pollution

d)None of the above

14.Population education implies:

a)Population control b)Population awareness

c)Family planning d)Environmental management

lS.Environmental education at the primary level can be imparted through audio-visual aids and field visits:

a)Agree b)Disagree

c)Satisfactory d)No opinion

16.Environmental Degradation leaves direct impact on the:

a)Ecology

c)Psychology

b)Physiology

d)Topography

.. ... •



17.0ne of the important ways of preventing water pollution is:

a)Removal of water pollutants b)Plantation

c)Use of filter d)None of the above

18.Centre for Environment Education(CEE) was set up in 1989 at:

a)Delhi b)Ahmedabad

c)Kolkata d) Bombay

19.Nature's Beckon is an N.G.O in the state of:

a)Assam b)Bihar

c)Bengal d)Meghalaya

20.Noise in the level of 130 in terms of decibal scale causes:

a) Threshold of hearing

c) Deafness to the ear

b) Pain to the ear

d) Restlessness to the ear
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